Fahrvergnügen empfohlen
FIA for you, just A rewarding and directly
European driving experience. A test drive will
tell you more.

IT'S WHAT MAKES A CAR A VOLKSWAGEN.
Corrado is a personal sports coupe that invites you to exercise your driving enthusiasm. Assembled by the craftsmen of the renowned Karmann Coachworks, Corrado is a unique combination of contemporary technology and time-honored craftsmanship. No other European sports coupe offers the kind of exhilarating performance, comfort and control at such a price.
Corrado was designed for the Autobahn, one of the most demanding roads in the world. Our German engineers drive the Autobahn themselves, so they've built Corrado not just to compete but to excel on this grueling automotive field of honor. You'll experience the benefits of this European heritage as you effortlessly cruise the interstate or deftly tackle a winding country road. Its wedge profile, rounded contours, integrated bumpers and flush-mounted windows are engineered for sleek aerodynamics. And Corrado's independent suspension, power rack and pinion steering, four wheel disc brakes and front wheel drive all work together to achieve the kind of performance that's as inspiring as it is reassuring. We call this distinctly European driving experience Fahrvergnügen. The sensation you feel only when you drive a Volkswagen. Experience this feeling for yourself, by driving a Corrado. Only then will you feel its technology, performance and comfort raise you to a new level of exhilaration.

Corrado. Acceleration to Exhilaration in Nothing Flat.
The road begins to twist and curve. Corrado's performance technology is made for this environment. It has a four wheel independent suspension for enhanced handling. A stiff connecting rear axle helps to prevent oversteer when cornering. And oversteer power brakes on all wheels for instant stopping power. Optional sunroof is solid and weatherproof. The road may wander, but Corrado doesn't.

Corrado's distinctive speed injected rear spoiler adjusts automatically at 40 mph to reduce rear and 51 for 80 percent, and lowers at speeds below 53 mph. The spoiler improves aerodynamics and improves directional stability at cruising speeds.

Built-in channels along the roof drain rainwater from the side and rear windows to help minimize rain bites. The aerodynamic design helps Corrado achieve low drag factors. A flush fuel door and front and rear bumper improve fuel efficiency. See EPA mileage figures on page 27.
Every drive in a Corrado is a command performance. The instrument panel displays analog gauges for clarity. Switches are related to help improve tactile identification. A standard V6 steering wheel helps assure a proper driving position. Standard features include power windows and door locks, cruise-control and a computer that monitors your driving pressure, enables control and dual remote controlled mirrors. Corrado makes sure you're comfortably in control.
The interior of the Corrado performs as intelligently as the rest of the car. The 2+2 design provides room for four, with enough range space for all their luggage. The infinitely adjustable, front sport bucket seats provide firm lateral support during cornering. And the contoured rear bucket seats with integral headrests offer adult-sized comfort. Corrado is one sports car feature you share the performance.
Corrado's trendsetting engine development: 128 horsepower at 6000 rpm and 150 ft. lbs. of torque at 4000 rpm. The engine’s Digifant electronic management system monitors the fuel injection, genhan timing, and boost pressure to allow smooth and efficient response throughout the engine’s power range.

**Engineering Features**

- Corrado’s advanced design 1.8L engine is patented by unique technology, allowing it to build more power and performance than its larger engines.
- Corrado’s engine responds instantly, providing high torque even at low speeds.
- Corrado’s independent front suspension utilizes MacPherson struts, coil springs, telescopic shock absorbers, a stabilizer bar and anti-roll damping systems to absorb cornering, random road feel and super maneuverability. The power-assisted quick-ratio rack and pinion steering delivers instant response and precise handling.

- Corrado’s all-wheel drive system, with large 16” ventilated front discs and integrally cast wheels, provides backup for higher performance in any situation.
- The optional Sensor Slow Down System uses the by-passing pump to apply the brakes when the kickdown section is engaged, increasing braking torque at the wheels and eliminating wheel spin.
- The system operates only when the brakes are applied, ensuring smooth and efficient braking performance.

Corrado’s commitment to reliability and durability ensures that you’ll enjoy driving your Corrado for many years to come.
All cardboard automobile trimmers are optional for those who prefer to call Corrados as the steering. When you limit the key to the doors of your Corrados, the power windows close automatically. This helps prevent accidental opening when you pack the car.

Optical leather surface window lifters as good as it looks. The soft, rubbery leather is not only practical, it adds a richness to the interior.

In optional power third brake trim with real mat deflectors helps reduce wind noise, and make every drive a little more comfortable.

Even Corrados come equipped with lightweight 15" ABS alloy wheels that help reduce in spring weight for improved performance.
Drive your new Corrado with confidence. It's built to withstand the challenges of the road. And designed to enhance your level of driving exhilaration for as long as you own it. Corrado is protected by a 2-year/24,000 mile bumper-to-bumper limited warranty against defects in materials and workmanship, a 5-year/50,000 mile limited powertrain warranty and a 6-year limited warranty against corrosion and rust perforation. See your authorized Volkswagen dealer for details.

A WORD ABOUT UPDATED SERVICE INFORMATION: Volkswagen regularly sends its dealers useful service information about our products. Volkswagen monitors product performance in the field. We then prepare bulletins for servicing our products better and helping to avoid costly repairs. Now you can get these bulletins, too. To get ordering information, see a local Volkswagen dealer. Volkswagen United States, Inc. believes the specifications in this brochure to be correct at time of printing. However, specifications, standard equipment and options are subject to change without notice. Some options may be unavailable when your vehicle is built. Please ask your dealer for advice concerning current availability of options and verify that your vehicle includes the optional equipment you ordered. Tires are supplied by various manufacturers. Some vehicles are pictured with options. Passive restraints are disconnected in some photographs for unobstructed display of interiors. Fox, Golf, GTI, Jetta, Corrado, Passat, Vanagon, Volkswagen and the Volkswagen logo are registered trademarks of Volkswagen AG. Fahrvergnügen and the "Otto Bahn" character are trademarks of Volkswagen United States, Inc. Form No. W63 121 6011 Litho in U.S.A.